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MEMO 
TO:   Tom Gosiorowski (Town of Eagle), Ben Wilson (USACE)   
DATE:  10/27/2022   
PROJECT:  Eagle River Park 
SUBJECT:  Rapidbloc Configurations Study 
 

This memorandum has been drafted to support the Town of Eagle’s request to install Rapidbloc removable 

obstacles at the Eagle River Park on a temporary basis with the goals of ensuring competitive events can 

be hosted and improving wave quality late in the paddling season. This document proposes a Rapidbloc 

configuration for each whitewater structure, utilizing the Rapidbloc pads permitted and installed as part 

of the Eagle River Park design in order to meet the Town’s goals. This memo also reports the results of a 

2D modeling study conducted to analyze the effect that installation of Rapidblocs has on fish passage and 

velocities over each whitewater feature. 

Background 

The Eagle River Park was designed and built with the capability of using Rapidbloc removable obstacle 

system technology. This system provides flexibility to tune wave characteristics, constrict late season 

flows to improve wave quality, and provide a means to adjust tailwater elevations between wave features 

to control pool depth and minor adjustment to where a hydraulic jump occurs.  

 
Figure 1: Rapidblocs installed at the Canon City Whitewater Park 

Concrete pads at the crest of each wave structure for Rapidbloc installation were included in the design 

that was approved and constructed under Department of the Army permit number SPK-2016-00412. 

However, installation of the Rapidbloc obstacles was discussed as part of the design phase but was not 

included in the scope of the initial permit. In a meeting on May 24, 2022, the Town of Eagle requested 

input from Ben Wilson of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) on what a Rapidbloc approval process 

would entail to allow installation for competitive events and late season wave improvement. Mr. Wilson 

indicated that the preferred method would be to review Rapidblocs as an amendment to the original 
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permit. The criteria Mr. Wilson indicated needed to be part of the documentation submitted with the 

request was analysis of impacts to fish passage and plans to deal with any sediment accumulated 

upstream of the Rapidblocs prior to removal. 

Fish passage through the Eagle River Park was designed along the margins of each whitewater structure. 

As whitewater Structures #1 and #2 were intended to be more advanced, high velocity features, a fish 

bypass channel was included to circumvent these drops. Structures #3 and #4 were designed to produce 

lower velocities and allow fish passage up the edges of the low flow notch at the center of the structures 

as shown in screenshots below from the 2D model.  

 
Figure 2: Bypass channel fish passage design 

 
Figure 4: Fish passage design through Structures 3 and 4 

 

Figure 3: Bypass fish passage velocities at 250cfs 

Figure 5: Structure 3/4 fish passage route velocities at 250cfs 
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The design of a fish notch in Structure #3 and #4 met the objective of creating low-flow fish passage, which 

was less than or equal to the barrier to fish passage in the pre-construction condition, along one boundary 

or the other of the fish passage notch.  

 

 

Methodology 

In order to determine the effect of Rapidbloc installation on fish passage and velocities through the 

whitewater park, S2O first defined the objectives for Rapidbloc use based on input from the Town of Eagle. 

This included proposing temporary configurations of Rapidblocs to ensure special events and 

competitions can be held during low-water years and temporary configurations of Rapidblocs with the 

purpose of improving wave quality later in the season after runoff.  

Next, multiple Rapidbloc configurations were assessed. This process involved both 1D and 2D modeling 

with HEC-RAS to identify the best options to meet the Town’s objectives while considering fish passage 

criteria and sediment transport. It was determined that the optimal solution was to install temporary 

Rapidblocs on Structure 1 and 2 for low water year events, and temporary Rapidblocs on Structure 3 and 

4 for late season wave improvement. 

Figure 6: Designed fish passage routes through the constructed bypass channel (above left), and Structures #3 and #4 (above right) 
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Structures 1 and 2 were designed to be more powerful features, and for this reason a bypass channel was 

installed to ensure fish passage is maintained through the upper section of the river park. As whitewater 

competitions typically require larger, more powerful hydraulics, these two features were the logical 

choice for a Rapidbloc event configuration without risk of jeopardizing fish passage (which will be 

maintained via the bypass channel). Note that blocks are positioned in this layout with downstream angle 

to encourage sediment transport and prevent accumulation upstream of the blocks. The proposed 

Rapidbloc event layout for Structures 1 and 2 is shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Structures 3 and 4 are designed with integrated fish passage along the margins of the ramp, which 

presents more of a challenge to install Rapidblocs while managing velocities. In this case, S2O opted to 

pinch water towards the center of the channel, increasing velocities down the middle of the ramp, but 

decreasing them along the margins where fish passage occurs. Like the event configuration, Rapidblocs in 

this layout have a slight downstream angle to encourage sediment transport and prevent accumulation 

upstream of the blocks. The proposed Rapidbloc layout for late season wave quality improvement at 

Structures 3 and 4 is shown below: 

Figure 7: Rapidbloc event configuration (Structures 1 and 2) 
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In the low-water year event scenario, Rapidblocs would ideally be installed in the winter or early spring 

prior to runoff and would be removed after the event when runoff flows have declined. To improve late 

season wave quality, Rapidbloc installation would occur as flows drop out after runoff mid-summer and 

would be removed in late fall or as required during fish spawning windows.  

Upon selection of layouts for each wave feature, detailed 2D modeling was completed to compare 

velocities pre-Rapidbloc install to post-Rapidbloc install. The flow rates (150cfs and 250cfs) and data point 

locations used in this analysis are the same used to compare 2D model predicted velocities to field 

monitored velocities in 2019, 2020 and 2021 in accordance with the Eagle River Park Monitoring Plan and 

S2O’s clarification memo dated 4-10-2019 which was submitted to USACE prior to initial field monitoring.  

Figure 8: Rapidbloc season extension configuration (Structures 3 and 4) 
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Figure 9: Structure 1 velocity sample data points (see attachments for enlarged view) 

Figure 10: Structure 2 velocity sample data points (see attachments for enlarged view) 

Figure 11: Structure 3 velocity sample data points (see attachments for enlarged view) 
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To assess functionality of the fish passage design described above, and in compliance with the Eagle River 

Park Monitoring Plan and the 4-10-2019 clarification memo to USACE, S2O compared velocities over all 

four whitewater structures and bypass channel with and without Rapidblocs installed, at flow rates of 

150cfs and 250cfs. The sample data points used were identified in the Eagle River Park Monitoring Plan 

and the 4-10-2019 clarification memo to USACE, including the additional locations not required by the 

Monitoring Plan, but agreed upon with the USACE and documented in the 4-10-2019 clarification memo.  

Results were likewise compared to the Eagle Whitewater Park Fish Passage Study (S2O, 2017). This study 

delineated a specific route for fish passage. This route is shown graphically with arrows in figures 1-5 

above. For a route to be delineated to provide fish passage in that study it required that: 

• The velocities be less than the pre-project barrier velocity to fish passage at that flow level,  

• The depths be greater than 6” 

• That the particular streamline meets the requirements above and be a continuous route over a 

drop structure (defined in the study as adjacent cells that meet the above requirements). 

Results 

2D Hydraulic Modeling using HEC-RAS software was conducted for each of the four Rapidbloc layouts 

described in the methodology section above. Modeling was completed both with Rapidblocs on individual 

structures and in combination to simulate a low-water year event scenario (Structure 1 and 2 together) 

and a season extension scenario (Structure 3 and 4 together).  

In order to maintain consistency during analysis, the flow rates, boundary conditions, model settings, 

calculation methods and mesh grid size were unchanged from the final design 2D model (without 

Rapidblocs) that was used for comparison to field velocity measurements as part of the project monitoring 

plan in 2019, 2020 and 2021.  

As noted in the methodology section of this memo, the goal of the proposed Rapidbloc configurations 

was to push more water to the center of the river, focusing energy to tune the waves without greatly 

Figure 12: Structure 1 velocity sample data points (see attachments for enlarged view) 
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increasing velocities along the margins of each drop structure and impeding fish passage. The study results 

are presented below for each structure, including an enlarged view of the recorded data points, a side-

by-side comparison of each structure at 150cfs and 250cfs with and without Rapidblocs, and a results 

table indicating the difference between the final design model and the same model with Rapidblocs 

installed.  

The results presented below represent each structure modeled individually, which was the worst-case 

velocity scenario. When structures 1 and 2 (low-water year event configuration) and structures 3 and 4 

(season extension configuration) were modeled in combination, some velocities were slightly reduced on 

the upstream structure (i.e., structure 1 and structure 3), as the tailwater below the upper structure was 

raised by the blocks at the crest of the lower structure.  

 
Figure 13: Structure 1 data points 

 
Figure 14: Structure 1 velocities at 150cfs without Rapidblocs (left) and with Rapidblocs (right) 
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2D Modeling results for Structure 1 indicate that at 150cfs, installation of Rapidblocs does not have a 

significant impact on velocities, generally decreasing velocity at the approach to Structure 1 and along 

the margins of the low flow notch. One exception is a +1.6fps increase at data point 21 on the river left 

medium flow plate, due to increased shallow sheet flow outside the low flow channel. The modeled 

velocity of 1.68fps at this point is still well below the 6fps fish passage criteria suggested by CPW.  

 

Bypass channel data also demonstrates generally similar velocity results with and without Rapidblocs 

installed. Data points 107 and 109 along the edges of the bypass at the upstream end both show small 

reductions in velocity with Rapidblocs installed, while data point 108 at the center of the bypass channel 

has a slight increase. As fish passage is intended to be through the bypass channel around Structures 1 

and 2, and all velocity results are well below the 6fps fish passage criteria suggested by CPW in their 

memo to USACE on November 30, 2018, these results are acceptable.  
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Figure 15: Structure 1 velocities at 250cfs without Rapidblocs (left) and with Rapidblocs (right) 
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2D Modeling results for Structure 1 indicate that at 250cfs, installation of Rapidblocs does not have a 

significant impact on velocities. Exceptions include a significant reduction at data point 2 (-1.9fps), data 

point 6 (-1.28fps), and data point 11 (-1.03fps). Data point 20 shows an increase in velocity of +1.65fps 

on the river left downstream corner of the low flow notch, however the predicted velocity of 2.94fps is 

still well below the 6fps criteria suggested by CPW.  

 

Bypass channel data also demonstrates generally similar velocity results with and without Rapidblocs 

installed. All three data points (107, 108, 109) at the upstream entrance to the bypass channel, show 

small reductions in velocity with Rapidblocs installed. Again, as fish passage is intended to be through 

the bypass channel around Structures 1 and 2, and all velocity results are well below the 6fps fish 

passage criteria suggested by CPW, these results are acceptable.  

 

 
Figure 16: Structure 2 data points 
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Figure 17: Structure 2 velocities at 150cfs without Rapidblocs (left) and with Rapidblocs (right) 
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2D Modeling results for Structure 2 indicate that at 150cfs, installation of Rapidblocs causes a significant 

reduction in velocities along the edges of the low flow notch at data points 24 (-3.48fps), 25 (-1.7fps), 27 

(-3.32fps) as the flow is broken up by the blocks and data point 32 (-1.13fps), which is immediately 

downstream of the central blocks. Data points 28 (+1.81fps) and 30 (+1.05fps) show increases at the 

outer edges of the medium flow plates in shallow water but remain well under the 6fps guideline. An 

increase in velocities is also observed at data points 36 (+2.01fps) and 37 (+1.8fps), which are in the 

center of the ramp along the margins of the low flow notch. The model predicts these two points are 

above the 6fps CPW fish passage threshold, but outside of the designed fish passage route, which is up 

the bypass channel.  

 

Bypass channel data demonstrates generally similar velocity results with and without Rapidblocs 

installed. Data points 110 and 112 along the edges of the bypass at the downstream end both show 

small reductions in velocity, while data point 111 at the center of the bypass channel has a slight 

increase. As fish passage is intended to be through the bypass channel around Structures 1 and 2, and all 

velocity results are well below the 6fps fish passage criteria suggested by CPW, these results are 

acceptable.  

 

 
Figure 18: Structure 2 velocities at 250cfs without Rapidblocs (left) and with Rapidblocs (right) 
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2D Modeling results for Structure 2 indicate that at 250cfs, installation of Rapidblocs causes a significant 

reduction in velocities along the river right side of the low flow notch at data points 31 (-1.01fps), 36 (-

1.27fps) and 40 (-1.03fps), while the river left side remains fairly similar with and without blocks (less 

than 1fps change). Data points 24 (-1.97fps) and 27 (-1.07fps) at the corners of the medium flow 

Rapidbloc pads also show a velocity reduction, which is likely the result of the installed blocks breaking 

up the flow. An increase in velocities is observed at data points 23 (+1.25fps), 28 (+2.94fps) and 34 

(+1.29fps), which are all points at the outer corners of the medium flow Rapidbloc pads. These increases 

are likely due to some water pushing out around the blocks. All three of these points are predicted to be 

below 6fps, and as fish passage is intended to be around Structures 1 and 2 via the bypass channel these 

results are acceptable.  

 

Bypass channel data demonstrates generally similar velocity results with and without Rapidblocs 

installed. Data points 110 and 112 along the edges of the bypass at the downstream end both show 
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small reductions in velocity, while data point 111 at the center of the bypass channel is essentially 

unchanged. 

 

 
Figure 19: Structure 3 data points 

 
Figure 20: Structure 3 velocities at 150cfs without Rapidblocs (left) and with Rapidblocs (right) 
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2D Modeling results for Structure 3 indicate that at 150cfs, the only significant change in velocity within 

the designed fish passage route is a decrease at data point 64 of -1.19fps. Two points outside the fish 

passage route also show significant decreases in velocity (greater than 1fps), and three points outside 

the fish passage route show significant increases in velocity, however as these points are outside of the 

designed fish passage route, and all the data points within the fish passage route are within the 6fps fish 

passage criteria suggested by CPW, these results are acceptable. 
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Figure 21: Structure 3 velocities at 250cfs without Rapidblocs (left) and with Rapidblocs (right) 

 

2D Modeling results for Structure 3 indicate that at 250cfs, the only significant change in velocity within 

the designed fish passage route is a decrease at data point 64 of -1.2fps. Three points outside the fish 

passage route also show significant decreases in velocity (greater than 1fps), and four points outside the 
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fish passage route show significant increases in velocity. Velocities will once again be verified in the field 

after Rapidbloc installation to verify that project fish passage criteria is met.  

 

 
Figure 22: Structure 4 data points 

 
Figure 23: Structure 4 velocities at 150cfs without Rapidblocs (left) and with Rapidblocs (right) 
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2D Modeling results for Structure 4 indicate that at 150cfs, installation of Rapidblocs generally does not 

cause a significant change in velocities within the designed fish passage route with the exception of data 

points 91 (-1.41fps) and 96 (-2.08fps) which both see a decrease, and data point 88 (+1.15fps) which 

sees an increase. Additionally, five points outside the fish passage route show significant decreases in 

velocity (greater than 1fps), and five points outside the fish passage route show significant increases in 

velocity. Velocities will once again be verified in the field after Rapidbloc installation to verify that 

project fish passage criteria is met. 
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Figure 24: Structure 4 velocities at 250cfs without Rapidblocs (left) and with Rapidblocs (right) 

 

2D Modeling results for Structure 4 indicate that at 250cfs, installation of Rapidblocs generally does not 

cause a significant change in velocities within the designed fish passage route with the exception of data 

points 79 (-1.01fps) and 92 (-1.58fps), both of which see a decrease. Additionally, two points outside the 
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fish passage route show significant decreases in velocity (greater than 1fps), and eight points outside the 

fish passage route show significant increases in velocity. Velocities will once again be verified in the field 

after Rapidbloc installation to verify that project fish passage criteria is met. 

 

Field Verification 

Field verification of velocities will be an important part of Rapidbloc installation and will occur at the 

time of installation for both the low-water year event configuration and season extension configuration.  

The Town of Eagle proposes installation of the Low Water Event Configuration during a two week 

window from March 1-15. Installation may not occur each year if snowpack data shows that average 

snowpack totals are at or above average. The Town intends to primarily utilize this configuration to 

improve wave function during lower snowpack years. Average flow during the proposed installation 

window is 105cfs at the USGS stream gauge for Eagle River at Milk Creek. Actual gauge flow data will be 

recorded on the installation date and velocity data will be obtained at Structure 1, Structure 2 and the 

Bypass Channel using the same monitoring points previously sampled as part of the project monitoring 

plan. Removal of blocks will occur when flows drop sufficiently for access (estimated 500cfs or less). The 

actual flow during velocity data collection will be calibrated to the project 2D model to ensure accurate 

comparison to predicted values, in the same way the project monitoring plan data was evaluated. 

The Town of Eagle proposes installation of the Season Extension Configuration when flows drop to 250cfs 

in late summer. Actual gauge flow data will be recorded on the installation date using the USGS stream 

gauge for Eagle River at Milk Creek and velocity data will be obtained at Structure 3 and Structure 4 using 

the same monitoring points previously sampled as part of the project monitoring plan. The Town of Eagle 

proposes removing blocks by October 31 each year. The actual flow during velocity data collection will be 

calibrated to the project 2D model to ensure accurate comparison to predicted values, in the same way 

the project monitoring plan data was evaluated. 

 

Per the project monitoring plan, which was a requirement of the 404 permit, “an impact to fish passage 

will be defined as an impact to the limiting velocity at the limiting cross section in the existing conditions 

model.” This limiting velocity was established as 7.5fps at a flow of 150cfs at the previously existing 

Diversion Structure 3 based on a 2D Modeling Fish Passage Study conducted as part of the design 

development. The project team also received a letter from CPW after construction of Structure 3 and 

Structure 4 were completed which suggested 6fps as a guideline for fish passage. S2O used this guideline 

during post-construction monitoring efforts and will continue to attempt to meet the 6fps threshold 

suggested by CPW, however the official project performance standard will remain 7.5fps at 150cfs. S2O 

will calibrate actual flows at the time of Rapidbloc installation and velocity field verification to the project 

2D model to confirm that this standard is met. 

 

In the event that any data points are found to have velocities higher than project standards, minor 

modifications to the positioning of the blocks will be performed and/or blocks removed until fish passage 

criteria are met. Any minor modifications made to ensure fish passage criteria is met will be documented 

for future installations. 
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The same Global Water FP111 Flow Probe which was used to collect velocity measurements as part of the 

project monitoring plan will again be utilized for field verification during Rapidbloc installation. This 

instrument can be used for velocities up to 19.9fps and has an accuracy of 0.1fps. Depth-averaged 

velocities were obtained in order to match the depth-averaged results in the 2D model. Velocity meter 

sample depth was determined by multiplying the total depth at each sample location by 0.6 to find the 

average velocity 6/10 below the water surface (or 4/10 above the channel bed). 

 

During Rapidbloc removal at the times of year recommended in the methodology section above, the block 

configurations would first be inspected for damage, movement and sediment accumulation. While it is 

not anticipated that the proposed Rapidbloc configurations will retain more than a small amount of 

sediment, any accumulation observed on the upstream side of the blocks will be removed using a staged 

approach. This would begin with removing as many blocks as possible in each stack above those blocks 

that are retaining sediment. Next, the sediment-retaining blocks on one side of the river would be 

removed. A 30-minute wait would then occur prior to removing the blocks retaining sediment on the 

other side of the river to dilute the effect of sediment discharge down the river. 

Conclusions/Summary 

The 2D Modeling study conducted to review the impacts of installing two different temporary Rapidbloc 

configurations at the Eagle River Park indicates that Rapidbloc installation will not have significant effect 

on velocities along the designed fish passage route through the park. The majority of data points show a 

small reduction in velocities between the final design model and the model with Rapidblocs. 

 

Field verification of velocities will be performed at the time of Rapidbloc installation to ensure that fish 

passage criteria are met, and minor modifications to the modeled Rapidbloc layouts will be completed if 

needed to meet this criterion. 

 

Sediment accumulation will be monitored and addressed as described in the field verification section 

above.  

 

On a final note: Rapidblocs are relatively quick and easy to install and remove at lower flows, and if 

needed can be removed and reinstalled in late summer or fall to avoid specific spawning windows.  

 

 

  




